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Abstract— Botnet is a distributed malware which spreads widely without the knowledge of the end user. The effect of botnet increases 
very fast today. Researches on detection of botnet in real time are less. It is necessary to detect the presence of botnet instantly to avoid 
the affects of botnet. Storm is a real time, distributed fault tolerant system and supports online machine learning techniques. Random 
Forest classifier can be used to produce higher accuracy rate for massive data. This paper presents a new framework for detecting the 
presence of botnet in real time using the Storm tool. The framework consists of three main components. First, preprocessing the data and 
extracting features for classification. Second, Training and testing the dataset in the classification algorithm and finally, predicting the 
presence of botnet in Storm. Experimental results show that the presence of botnet can be predicted with higher accuracy rate. 

Index Terms— Botnet, Storm, C&C, Random Forest, DNS, HTTP, P2P 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
Enormous number of malwares rises day to day. Botnet is 

such a raising malware which have various impacts. Botnet is 
derived from the word “Robot – Network”. It is a distributed 
network where a leader (Bot master) takes control of the entire 
network.  Computers which are under the control of bot mas-
ter are known as bot which request and reply messages to the 
bot master through command and control (C&C) server with-
out knowing to the end user. Initially a centralized server was 
used for sending the command and request later many detec-
tion methods were implemented to identify the centralized 
server which leads to track the bot master. Here five states 
occur in the life cycle of botnet. First state is the Injection state 
where the malware gets into the host system. This may be 
achieved by downloading the malwares through e-mail, trojan 
software, click fraud techniques. The second state is the con-
nection state, here the bot will be get in connect with the C&C 
server. The third state is the waiting state where the bot will be 
waiting for the request from its master. The next stage is the 
execution state, here the received request will be performed by 
the bot. Finally, the maintenance and upgrading state, here the 
bot master upgrades their attacking techniques in order to 
ignore the detection method.  

Peer to Peer (P2P) architecture had overcome this problem 
but later many researchers have also found detection tech-
niques for this architecture too. To enhance the architecture 
hybrid methodology was used by the bot master, which com-
bines the centralized and P2P architecture. Till now only few 
approaches have been proposed for detecting the botnet in 
real time.  

 

Many machine learning techniques have been proposed for 
detecting the specific types of botnets and also some general 
framework have been proposed for detecting all types of bot-
nets. Affects of botnet leads to financial loses, steals secured 
information and reduces national security. It also reduces the 
computation power of the CPU and system memory. The per-
centage of the victim’s rate occurs majorly in US and UK. 
Whereas the occurrence of bot attackers are massively present 
in countries like India, Brazil, Russia and Germany. Recently 
Arbor networks have reported that 33% of bot server was lo-
cated in France. 

 In this proposed architecture a general framework for de-
tecting the botnet has been implemented to predict the pres-
ence of botnet in real time. This paper consists of the following 
sections. Section II describes the history of botnet.  Section III 
gives the description about detection of botnet systems. Sec-
tion IV consolidates and describes the related work of the bot-
net detection systems. Section V briefly explains the proposed 
architecture of this paper. Section VI shows the experimental 
results for the proposed architecture. Finally, Section VII 
summarizes the remarkable points which can be carrying for-
ward further.  

2 HISTORY OF BOTNET 
The table 1 describes the raise of botnet and companies 

under taken down the botnets for past few years. The first bot 
is the Eggdrop which is a centralized botnet raised in the year 
1993. The percentage of bots occurrences increases every year 
and spreads widely throughout the world. Though the detec-
tion technique get enhances, the way of spreading the bot and 
the way of attacking the victims get change. Though the char-
acteristic for botnet varies with each other, there are some 
common behaviors for the botnet. Like botnet connections 
occur periodically where as normal connections are aperiodic. 
Also packet length for botnet request and reply messages are 
constant where as it will change incase for normal instances. 
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History Of Botnet 

3  BOTNET DETECTION  
Botnet detection technique can broadly classify into three 
main categories. They are 1) Bot detection 2) C&C detection 3) 
Botmaster detection  
 
3.1 Bot detection 

The detection technique will spot the bot system in the 
network. Here the attacker cannot be tracked. Hence, the at-
tack cannot be stopped entirely but the system under the con-
trol of the leader can be dismantled. 

 
3.2 C&C detection 

 In this type of detection technique, the centralized server 
will be hacked which leads to track the bot master. Many 
researches were done in detecting the centralized server. By 
hacking this server the botnet can be entirely dismantled. 
 
3.3 Bot master detection 

 This kind of detection technique is an extreme end of 
spotting the botnet. Though this method is robust some 
researchers have done in tracking the bot master. 

Botnet detection system can also be classified into two 
based on the network traffic anomalies (Silva et al. (2013)). 
They are host – based and network – based. 

 In the host – based approach, the machine behavior will be 
analyzed. To find whether the end system was attacked by bot 
can be found using this technique. In the network – based ap-
proach, the network traffic will be analyzed. Some botnets are 
specifically created for some protocols and architectures. Such 
bots can be detected by analyzing the network traffic. 

The proposed architecture deals with the network – based 
approach and as a result the presence bot in the network flow 
will be predicted. 

4 RELATED WORK 
Zhao et al. (2013) [2] proposed machine learning tech-

nique for detecting botnet using decision tree classifier and 
have achieved 90%  of detection rate and 5% of false positive. 
Initially network flows were captured and then multiple time 

windows were chosen for the flow. Then twelve attributes 
were used to classify malicious and non malicious flows. In 
their approach, they have implemented two phases. First is the 
training phase, here they trained the algorithm using honey-
pot dataset. Next is the detection phase, here the presence of 
botnet can be predicted using decision tree. As the result the 
authors have proved that it is possible to detect the unknown 
bot using their technique. 

 Lu et al. (2011) [3] proposed a clustering algorithm for de-
tecting the botnet. The author had implemented a payload 
analysis technique for detecting the botnet. This approach 
deals with the bit strings characteristics of the payload packet. 
A clustering framework was designed to detect botnet which 
consists of three main components. First in feature analysis, 
the response time of bots and also the behavior of bot master 
commands were analyzed though it will be automated. Finally 
two clusters were formed in which one contains the malicious 
data and the other has normal instances. A high detection rate 
with low false positive rate was achieved.  

 Dietrich et al. (2013) [4] proposed the machine learning 
approaches in which initially the known malware were traced. 
Three features were chosen for analyzing the network traffic 
and then C&C protocol, packet length and then number of 
distinct byte. By calculating the centroids for the known mal-
wares the unknown malwares were found and then bots were 
detected. 

A new framework is proposed by Choi et al. (2012) [5] for 
detecting DNS botnet namely BotGAD (Botnet Group Activity 
Detector). The BotGAD framework consist of five main com-
ponents namely data collector, data mapper, correlated do-
main extractor, matrix generator and similarity analyzer. By 
calculating the similarity score for the matrixes, the botnet 
were detected. The BotGAD can be used to detect the botnet in 
real time and also unknown bots can be detected here. But the 
botnet using DNS protocol were only be detected by this 
framework. In this paper P2P botnet were detected by analyz-
ing the communicational behavior of the command and con-
trol request packets. 

 Zhang et al. (2014) [6], initially identifies the P2P clients 
in the network. Then statistical fingerprints of the P2P com-
munications were analyzed for the detection purpose. A flow 
clustering method is used for detecting the P2P botnet. The 
evaluation results shows 100 % detection rate for P2P botnet. 

5 SYSTEM DESIGN  
The proposed architecture consists of three main compo-

nents. They are 1) Preprocessing and extracting the features 
for the botnet 2) Training the dataset using Random forest 
algorithm and 3) Testing the dataset and predicting the botnet 
in Storm. Figure 1 describes the proposed architecture. 

5.1 Features selection 
Initially the known botnet traces were gathered for the 

experiment. Then the in the preprocessing steps missing val-
ues were replaced and duplicates were also eliminated. Then 
the dataset will be normalized for future process. Ten features 
were extracted for training the algorithms. The features were 
listed in the table 2 as they were chosen from previous studies. 
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The time interval was chosen as 180s (Zhao et al. (2013) [2]). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Proposed architecture 

TABLE  2 
Features for Classification 

5.2 Classifier 
 The training dataset consist of the known and unknown 

malwares. Using the random forest algorithm the dataset was 
trained and PMML file was generated for the trained dataset 
which will be the input file for Storm. The spout program con-
tains the stream of input to be processed and the bolt performs 
the task for classifier. The workers execute the task for the bolt 
which was scheduled by the zookeeper. Many workers may 
share the same take by which parallelism can be achieved. In 

the testing, new PMML file of the network traffic was given 
for predicting the dataset and finally the classifier predicts the 
presence of botnet in the network flow. 

6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

6.1 Apache Storm 
Apache Storm is a free and open source distributed real time 
computation system which can be used with any program-
ming language. Some of the use cases of storm are real-time 
analytics, distributed RPC, online machine learning, ETL, con-
tinuous computation, and more. Storm executes very fast 
though a million tuples can be processed per second per node. 
It is fast, horizontally scalable, fault-tolerant, easy to operate 
and provides guarantee for the data which needs to be pro-
cessed. 
 The three components of storm are nimbus, zookeep-
er and supervisor. Nimbus is the master node and supervisor 
is the worker node. Master node distributes the application 
code across various worker nodes, and assigns  
tasks for different machines. It also monitors if any tasks get 
failures and then restarts them as and when required. Master 
node is stateless and stores all of its information in ZooKeeper 
and only single master node will be present in a Storm cluster. 
Supervisor nodes are will create, start, and stop the worker 
processes to execute the tasks assigned to that node in the 
storm cluster. 
 Storm topology consists of streams, spout, and bolt. A 
stream is an unbounded sequence of tuples that can be pro-
cessed in parallel by Storm and can be processed by one or 
more number of bolts. A spout is the root for the tuples which 
read or listen data from an external origin. A bolt is the pro-
cessing station which is responsible for executing the tuples. 

6.2 Classification 
Random forest classification algorithm is used for 

training the dataset. Random forest algorithm provides high 
accuracy rate for huge dataset. It is the collection of decision 
trees. It is an ensemble of trees constructed from a training 
data set and internally validated to yield a prediction of the 
response given the predictors for future observations. 

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
For testing, known malware dataset and live captures are 

integrated and then send as input for the storm spout. The 
percentage of accuracy obtained is 98% where the true positive 
rate is 0.96 and false negative rate is 0.04. The figure Fig.2 
shows the tree generated by random forest classifier for a 
sample of 20 trees. 

Capturing the net-
work traffic 

Preprocessing Feature 
Extraction 

Data 

Random Subset 

Random Subset 
 

Random Subset 
 

Voting 

Testing the dataset in 
storm 

Prediction (Detection 
of Botnet) 

Training the dataset in 
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Figure 2. Tree generated by Random Forest  
 
Table 3 shows the experimental results of the dataset. Here 
tree different classification algorithms are compared with each 
other. They are Random forest, Decision tree and naïve bayes. 
Here the true positive rate achieved for random forest is high-
er than other two classifiers. 

TABLE  3 
Experimental results 

 
 Figure 3 shows the comparison result of precision, Recall 

and F-measure values for dataset 1. In this naïve bayes algo-
rithm has low values while comparing with others. Whereas 
random forest have the more recall value. 

Figure 4 shows the comparison result of precision, Recall 
and F-measure values for dataset 2. In this naïve bayes and 
decision tree algorithms have low values while comparing 
with random forest.  

Figure 5 shows the comparison result of precision, Recall 
and F-measure values for dataset 3. Here decision tress algo-
rithm has low precision and recall value. By comparing all 
dataset results random forest shows high true positive rate 

with an average of 0.96. 

 

 
 
Figure 6 shows the comparision of estimated time for deci-
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sion tree algorithm for storm and weka tool. Here the average 
estimated time of weka is 4.682s higher than estimated time of 
storm. 
 Likewise Figure 7 shows the comparision of estimated time 
for random forest algorithm for storm and weka tool. Here the 
average estimated time of weka is 3.652 s higher than estimat-
ed time of storm. 
 

 

Thus the time can be reduced by using the storm tool while 
comparing with weka tool. For huge dataset random forest 
can be preferred so that accuracy can be increased with low 
execution time. 

 
Table 4 shows the confusion matrix of dataset 1 for random 

forest algorithm. Here the wrongly predicted data are very 
less comparing with decision tree and naïve bayes algorithm. 

 
 
 

TABLE  4 

Experimental results 
 

Confusion Matrix Malicious Non malicious 
1 16203 32 
2 15 7788 

8.CONCLUSION 
Apache Storm is used to build real-time data integration 

system and Random forest classifier is used to produces high-
er accuracy. From the proposed system, we conclude that the 
detection of botnet can be possible in real time using Storm 
tool so that the losses due to botnet can be avoided early. The 
experimental results show that the percentage of accuracy ob-
tained is 98% where the true positive rate is 0.96 and false 
negative rate is 0.04. 
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